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The Tunisian Armed Forces consist of the Tunisian 
Army, Air Force and Navy 

As of 2012, Tunisia had an army of 40,500 
personnel equipped with 84 main battle tanks and 
48 light tanks. The Air Force had 4,000 personnel, 
27 combat aircraft and 43 helicopters. The navy 
numbered 4,800 operating 25 patrol boats and 6 
other craft. Paramilitary forces consisted of a 
12,000-member national guard. Tunisia 
participates in United Nations peacekeeping efforts 
in the DROC (MONUSCO) and Côte d'Ivoire. 
Previous United Nations peacekeeping 
deployments for the Tunisian armed forces have 
included Cambodia (UNTAC), Namibia (UNTAG), 
Somalia, Rwanda, Burundi, Ethiopia/Eritrea 
(UNMEE), and the 1960s mission in the Congo, 
ONUC. 

 

Tunisian Army 

 

The Tunisian Army is 27,000 strong and is 
composed essentially of: 

 three mechanised brigades baséd at 
Kairouan (3rd), Gabès (1st) and Béja 
(2nd). Each is composed of: 

 one armouredrégiment (M60 Patton tanks) 
 two regiments of mechanised infantry 

(M113 armoured personnel carriers) (11th-
17th Mechanised Infantry Regiments have 
been reported) 

 one artillery regiment (M198 howitzer) 
 one reconnaissance company (AML 90) 
 one Saharan territorial group at Borj el-

Khadra and Remada, consisting of two 
light infantry regiments 

 one special forces group (Groupe des 
Forces Spéciales) 

 one military police regiment 

  

 

 

Tunisian Air Force  

Combat aircraft 

 15 Northrop F-5E Tiger II 
  4  Northrop F-5F Tiger II 

Jet training/light attack aircraft 

 12 Aero L-59T 
 6 Aermacchi  MB-326B 
 8  Aermacchi MB-326KT 
 4 Aermacchi  MB-326LT 

Training/COIN piston-engined aircraft 

 12 SIAI Marchetti SF.260WC Warrior 
 9 SIAI-Marchetti SF-260C 

Liaison aircraft 

 4 SIAI-Marchetti S.208A/M 
 1 Reims F406 

Transport aircraft 

 1 Boeing 737-700/BBJ 
 2 Dassault Falcon 20 
 2 Lockheed C-130J-30  
 2 Lockheed C-130H Hercules 
 5 Lockheed C-130B Hercules 
 5 Aeritalia G.222 
 5 Let L-410UVP Turbolet 

Attack helicopters 

 4 Hughes MD-500 Defender 
 7-8 SNIAS SA-342 Gazelle 

Naval attack/search and rescue helicopters 

 2 Sikorsky HH-3E Pelican 
 16 Sikorsky S-61R Pelican 
 1 SNIAS AS-365N Dauphin-II 

Medium transport helicopters 

 2 Sikorsky S-76 Spirit 
 4 Agusta Bell AB-412EP 
 1 SNIAS SA-330C Puma 
 4 Agusta-Bell AB-212 
 6 Bell UH-1N 
 18 Bell 205\UH-1H Iroquois 
 18 Agusta-Bell AB205B 

 

 

 

The Tunisian Armed Forces 
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Light transport helicopters 

 2 SNIAS AS-355 Ecureuil-II 
 12 SNIAS AS-350B Ecureuil 
 8 SNIAS AS-316B Alouette-III 
 7 SNIAS AS-313 Alouette-II 

UAVs 

 7ScanEagle 
 NASNAS MK1 short range UAVs 
 Super Nasnas short range UAVs 
 Jbelassa UAV 

Missiles 

 AIM-9J Sidewinder AAMs 
 AGM-65A Maverick AGMs 
 Raytheon BGM-71C Improved-Tow(for 

MD-500 Defender Helicopters) 
 MBDA HOT for SA-342 Helicopters 

Radar 

 14 TRS-2230 
 12 TRS-2100 Tiger-S 
 24 Giraffe-40 
 Military airfieldsEdit 
 Bizerte(Sidi-Ahmad) 
 Bizerte(La-Kharouba) 
 Gabes 
 Gafsa 
 Sfax 

Tunisian Navy  

MFPBs 

 3 Combattante-III-M class(with 8xMM-40 
SSMs,1x76mm Gun,2x40mm 
Guns,4x30mm Guns) 

 6 Type-143 LurssenAlbatros class 
(2x76mm Gun,Mine Laying Capability) 

 3-4 P-48 Bizerte class (with 8xSS-12M 
SSMs (Obsolete, no longer 
installed),4x37mm Guns) 

Gun frigates 

 1 Savage class (1200\1490ton,19 
knots,2x3inch Guns,2x20mm Guns)- OUT 
OF SERVICE 

ASW vessels 

 1 Le-Fougeux class Corvette 
(325\400ton,18.5 knots,2xAnti-Submarine 
Mortars,1x76mm Gun,2x40mm Guns)  

Minesweepers 

 6 Kondor-II class (635ton,3x2x25mm 
Guns) 

 2 Adjutant class (320\375ton,1x20mm 
Gun) - OUT OF SERVICE 

Gun boats 

 3-5 Modified Hazhui\Shanghai-II class 
(128 ft,30 knots, 4x37mm Guns, 4x25mm 
Guns) 

Patrol boats 

 4 Ch.Navals De Lestrel 31.5m class (104 
ft,30 knots,2x20mm Guns) 

 6 Ch.Navals De Lestrel 25m (83 ft,23 
knots,1x20mm) 

 5 Bremse class (22.6m,2x14.5mm 
HMGs)[6] 

 11 Socomenaclass(20.5m,1x12.7mm 
HMG) 

 4 Gabesclass(12.9m,2x12.7mm HMGs) 
 4 Rodman-38 class(11.6m) 
 1 Barcelo class(36.2m,1x40mm 

Gun,1x20mm Gun,2x12.7mm HMGs) 
 2 Vosper Thornycroft 103 ftclass(27 

knota,2x20mm Guns) - OUT OF SERVICE 
 4 Tazarkaclass(with 2x20mm Guns) 
 6 20meter long PCs 

Landing craft 

 1 LCT-3 class 

Auxiliary vessels 

 1 Robert Conard class 63.7m Survey 
vessel 

 1 Wilkes class (T-AGS-33) 87m 
 2 El Jem class Training ships 
 1 Simeto class Tanker 
 2 White Sumac 40.5m class 
 1 AGS Salammbo class – OUT OF 

SERVICE 
 2 WLM Tabarka class 
 1 TRC Kheireddine class 

Missiles 

 MBDA MM-40 Exocet SSMs 
 Nord SS-12M SSMs (Obsolete, no longer 

in use) 
 ASW TorpedoEdit 
 25 MK-44 

Naval bases  

 Bizerte 
 Kelibia 
 Sfax 
 Sousse 
 Tunis 
 La Goulette 
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Tunisia - Military 
Expenditure and 
Defence 
Procuremets  
 

Military expenditure (% of GDP) in Tunisia was 
reported at 2.0898 % in 2018, according to the 
World Bank collection of development indicators, 
compiled from officially recognized sources.The 
US Department of Defense (DoD) has notified 
Congress of its intention to provide an additional 
$20 million worth of sensors to help Tunisia. 

In 2018, the US Department of Defense (DoD) has  
provides an additional $20 million worth of sensors 
to help Tunisia secure its border security wall that 
separates it from Libya. The Department of 
Defence said the allocation would be specifically 
for the acquisition of cameras, adding to a sensor 
system that was acquired through German funding. 

 

 T-6C Texan Trainer Aircraft 

In October 2019, the State Department has made 
a determination approving a possible Foreign 
Military Sale to Tunisia for twelve (12) T-6C Texan 
trainer aircraft and related equipment and support 
for an estimated cost of $234 million.  

The Government of Tunisia has requested a 
possible sale of twelve (12) T-6C Texan trainer 
aircraft, spare engines, cartridge actuated 
devices/propellant actuated devices operational 
flight trainer, spare parts, ground handling 

equipment, support equipment, software delivery 
and support, publications and technical 
documentation, clothing, textiles and individual 
equipment, aircraft ferry support, technical and 
logistical support services, site surveys, minor 
modifications/class IV support, personnel training 
and training equipment, U.S. Government and 
contractor engineering, technical and logistics 
support services, and other related elements of 
logistical and program support. The estimated 
value is $234 million. 

This proposed sale will support the foreign policy 
and national security of the United States by 
helping to improve the defense capabilities and 

capacity of a major non-NATO 
ally, which is an important force 
for political stability and economic 
progress in North Africa. This 
potential sale will provide 
additional opportunities for 
bilateral engagements and 
further strengthen the bilateral 
relationship between the United 
States and Tunisia. 

The proposed sale will replace 
Tunisia's aging trainer fleet and 
allow Tunisia to continue training 
pilots to support Tunisia's 
counter-terrorism and border 
security missions. Tunisia will 
have no difficulty absorbing this 
aircraft into its armed forces. 

The proposed sale of this 
equipment and support will not alter the basic 
military balance in the region. 

The prime contractor will be Textron Aviation 
Defense LLC of Wichita, Kansas. There is no 
known offset agreement proposed with this 
potential sale. However, the purchaser typically 
requests offsets. Any offset agreement will be 
defined in negotiations between the purchaser and 
the contractor. 

Implementation of this proposed sale will require 
the assignment of nine U.S. Government and one 
contractor representative to Tunisia. 

There will be no adverse impact on U.S. defense 
readiness as a result of this proposed sale. 

This notice of a potential sale is required by law 
and does not mean the sale has been concluded. 

 

 Transfer of Night Vision Devices 

to the Tunisian Armed Forces 

U.S. Embassy haw transferred Night Vision 
Devices valued at nearly $2 million to the Tunisian 
Armed Forces, highlighting the strong and growing 
strategic partnership between the United States 
and Tunisia. The acquisition of these Night Vision 
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Devices further enhances the existing capability of 
the Tunisian Army, Air Force and Navy to conduct 
operations during hours of limited visibility against 
terrorist organizations determined to destabilize 
Tunisia. 

 OH-58D Kiowa Warrior  

In 2016, the State Department has made a 
determination approving a possible Foreign Military 
Sale to Tunisia for 24 OH-58D Kiowa Warrior 
Aircraft equipment, training, and support. The 
estimated cost was $100.8 million. In February 
2017, the Tunisian government has taken delivery 
of the first six of 24 OH-58D. 

 

 Locally built patrol vessel 

The Tunisian Navy has taken delivery of three 
locally built patrol vessel, to be built under a 
partnership between the government and local 
private shipbuilding company Societe de 
Construction Industrielle et Navale (SCIN). 

 

 Tunisia receives more patrol boats 

from the United States 

In January 2017, the Tunisian Navy has taken 
delivery of another two SAFE Boats International 
patrol boats from the United States, which will also 
erect 13 radar stations along the Tunisian coast to 
protect the country’s territorial waters. The boats 
are the latest of a series of 26 boats that were first 
ordered in 2012 to give Tunisia the tools and 
assistance to help it defeat and deter terrorism. 

 Tunisian Black Hawk deliveries  

In November 2018, the United States has 
concluded delivery of eight UH-60M Black Hawk 

helicopters to Tunisia, which will use them for 
transport, medical evacuation and combat 
operations.The deliveries started in June 2017 with 
the delivery of the first four of the helicopters. Total 
value is  at more than $338 million. 

The eight Black Hawks will bolster Tunisia’s ability 
to provide a safe and stable country for its citizens. 

 

 Tunisian Navy commissions new  

four MSOPV 1400 vessels from 

Damen 

Tunisia ordered four MSOPV 1400 vessels from 
Damen in 2016, with the first of class, Jugurtha 
(P610). The vessels are being constructed at 
Damen’s shipyard in Galati in Romania. .The 
MSOPV 140s have a length of 72 metres, a beam 
of 12.7 metres and a draft of 3.75 metres. The 
vessels displace approximately 1 284 tonnes and 
are powered by two Caterpillar engines delivering 
a total of 7 060 kW, giving a top speed of 20 knots. 

 

 Maule MX-7 aircraft  

The United States has given Tunisia 12 Maule MX-
7 light aircraft for border surveillance as part of its 
efforts to enhance the North African country’s 
military. 

 Pitbull VX armoured vehicles 

In June 2018, he United States has donated nine 
Pitbull VX armoured vehicles to Tunisia’s Tunisian 
Counter-Terrorism Brigade to combat terrorism 
and improve border security. The Pitbull VXs will 
be operated by the Tunisian Counter-Terrorism 
Brigade, which reports to the Intervention Units 
General Directorate. 
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MINISTRY OF 
DEFENSE OF 
GHANA SHOWED 
INTEREST IN 
PINDAD 
PRODUCTS 
 

 

The main manufacturer of weapon systems and 
defense equipments in Indonesia, PT Pindad 
(Persero) has established a cooperation with the 
Ministry of Defense of the Republic of Ghana. This 
is stated in the Letter of Intent (LOI) signed by the 
President Director of PT Pindad (Persero) 
Abraham Mose and the Ministry of Defense of 
Ghana represented by the Chief Director, Dr. 
Evans A. Dzikum in Jakarta, Friday (11/22/2019). 

Ghana is very interested in defense and industrial 
products manufactured by PT Pindad. Defense 
Minister of Ghana, Dominic BA Nitiwul stated that 
he was very interested and committed to purchase 
defense and industrial products manufactured by 
Pindad as well as collaborating on joint 
development of defense products. 

Abraham Mose said that Pindad is ready to 
support the needs of defense and industrial 
products required by the Ministry of Defense of 
Ghana. The supports include supplying defense  

 

 

and Industrial products, building MROs and after-
sales services which include training and the 
establishment of physical facilities. Another thing 
agreed in the LOI is the transfer of technology 
program in building technology mastery 
capabilities. 

The line of defense products that will be supplied 
to Ghana include light weapons such as Pistol, 
Assault Riffle, Submachine Gun, Machine Gun, 
and others. Tactical Vehicles and Wheeled 
Combat Vehicles, Tracked Combat Vehicles and 
Amphibious Vehicles. The line of industrial 
products sector which will be supplied coming from 
Heavy Equipment products: 20 tons-class 
Excavators, Amphibious Excavators, 5 tons-class 

Excavators, and others. 

The signing of the LOI is the 
first step in promoting strategic 
relations between Pindad and 
Ghana. Both parties’ 
commitment is in accordance 
with the spirit of the 
Indonesian government to 
establish military cooperation 
with the Government of 
Ghana. 

The day before, the group 
then visited various production 
facilities. The Ghana Defense 
Minister showed his interest in 
one of the industrial products, 
, the latest generation of 
excavator products designed 
to operate on water. 

The visit then continued by 
watching the parade defile of a 

special function vehicle made by Pindad consisting 
of Komodo and Anoa various variants, Medium 
Tank Harimau and Badak. (Bani) 
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SENEGAL signs 
with PIRIOU a 
contract to 
purchase three 
offshore patrol 
vessels 

 

 

The Ministry of Armed Forces of Senegal and the 
PIRIOU group have just signed –in the presence of 
the President of the Republic of Senegal and the 
French ministerial delegation– a contract to 
purchase three offshore patrol vessels dedicated to 
theSenegalese navy. 

As soon as the contract is in force –planned for 
early 2020– the PIRIOU group will launch the 
programme to build these 3 patrol vessels 
scheduled over a 44 months’ time span followed by 
a period of support in Senegal. 

The OPV 58 S (Offshore Patrol Vessel) is a 62m 
versatile, with high endurance androbust patrol 
vessel dedicated to missions such as surveillance 
and sea control perfectly answering the various 
missions related to law enforcement at sea. 
Besides its projection capabilities –commando fast 
boats– it is also equipped with surface to air 
weapon systems enabling first-rank deterrence. 

Among innovations and major capacities, the 
vessel features: 

 

• Versatile design to adapt to various 
missions 

• Large panoramic bridge with 360° visibility 
• Fast launching and recovery system for 2 

fast boats on stern ramp 
• C-Sharp® hull for optimized autonomy and 

sea keeping 

Main characteristics 

 Length overall 62.2 m 
 Breadth 9.5 m 
 Max. draught 2.9 m 
 Speed 21 kn 
 Autonomy 25 days, 4 500 NM @ 12 kn 
 Hull / superstructure steel / aluminium 
 Accommodation 48 
 Including crew 24 
 Including special personnel 24 
 Intervention: 2 fast boats on stern ramps 

Involved in shipbuilding, repair, naval engineering 
and services since 1965, PIRIOU specializes in 
producing vessels up to 120 m with high added 
value through a combination of high-performance 
engineering and a global network of industrial sites 
in Europe, Africa and Asia. With over 470 ships 
built and delivered 

worldwide, PIRIOU provides bespoke solutions as 
well as a complete range of standardized or 
customizedvessels that satisfy the requirements of 
international shipowners, whether they be private 
or public, civilian or military. 

Following the establishment of subsidiaries in 
Western Africa -Nigeria and Ivory Coast- PIRIOU 
has partnered with NGOM & Frères and created 
PIRIOU NGOM SENEGAL in Dakar in October 
2017. The subsidiary started its activity in 2018 
and offers services for local repair and 
maintenance of vessels for the 

fish industry, the Senegalese Navy and other 
administrations, as well as for building new fishing 
boats. This activity will be strengthened will the 
arrival of offshore patrol vessels for which after 
sales and maintenance will be achieved by PIRIOU 
NGOM SENEGAL. 
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Exercise Cutlass 
Express 2019.2 
Concludes 
Maritime forces from 17 East African, European, 
North American, and West Indian Ocean nations 
joined several international organizations in 
celebrating the successful conclusion of 
multinational maritime exercise Cutlass Express 
2019.2 (CE 19.2) during a ceremony held in 
Victoria, Seychelles, Nov. 16, 2019. 

Rear Adm. Nancy Lacore, vice commander, U.S. 
6th Fleet (C6F) and director, Maritime Partnership 
Program, U.S. Naval Forces Europe-Africa (CNE-
CNA), served as guest speaker for the closing 
ceremony. CE 19.2, sponsored by U.S. Africa 
Command and led by CNE-CNA/C6F, is designed 
to assess and improve combined maritime law 
enforcement capacity; promote national and 
regional security in East Africa; and increase 
interoperability between the U.S., African nations, 
and international partners. 

“To all of our partners here today, thank you for 
making this exercise such a tremendous success,” 
said Lacore. “With exceptional professionalism you 
have demonstrated that by working together, we 
have the capability to counter threats in a complex 
maritime environment, to share information 
regionally within the maritime domain, and to apply 
the rule of law in maritime security operations.” 

The exercise lasted 17 days and took place in 
vicinity of Djibouti, Madagascar, Mauritius, and 
Seychelles. Events included in-port preparatory 
phases and three days of at-sea scenarios 
designed to improve the proficiency of boarding 
teams and operators in the Maritime Operations 
Centers. 

 

Exercises like CE 19.2 provide an opportunity for 
partner nations to work side-by-side in order to 
better synchronize and rehearse for potential real-
world scenarios. 

“Maritime security doesn’t only happen in a boat,” 
said Col. Ahmed Djama, commander of the 
Djiboutian Navy. “We must cooperate in advance 
with our partners in the peace-building process not 
only through military ways but by building 
partnership, friendship and understanding between 
us.” 

CE 19.2, sponsored by U.S. Africa Command and 
led by CNE-CNA/U.S. 6th Fleet (C6F), is designed 
to assess and improve combined maritime law 
enforcement capacity; promote national and 
regional security in East Africa; and increase 
interoperability between the U.S., African nations, 
and international partners. It is one of three CNE-
CNA/C6F-facilitated regional exercises undertaken 
to provide African forces and international partners 
with collaborative opportunities on comprehensive 
maritime security concerns. 

CNE-CNA/C6F, headquartered in Naples, Italy, 
conducts the full spectrum of joint and naval 
operations, often in concert with allied and 
interagency partners in order to advance U.S. 
national interests and security and stability in 
Europe and Africa. 

 
 

Maritime forces from 17 East African, European, North 
American, and West Indian Ocean nations joined several 
international organizations in celebrating the successful 
conclusion of multinational maritime exercise Cutlass 
Express 2019.2 (CE 19.2) during a ceremony held in 
Victoria, Seychelles, Nov. 16, 2019 
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U.S. delivers 
MD-530F 
helicopters to 
Kenya Defense 
Force 

U.S. Army Maj. Gen. Michael D. Turello, commanding 
general of Combined Joint Task Force-Horn of Africa, 
greets Dennis Banks, a training pilot assigned to MD 
Helicopters, during a Helicopter Handover Ceremony at 
Embakasi Barracks, Kenya, Jan. 23, 2020. During the 
ceremony, six MD-530F Cayuse Warrior helicopters were 
delivered to the KDF in a symbolic handover. Six more MD-
530F helicopters will be delivered to the KDF in the near 
future. (U.S. Air Force photo by Tech. Sgt. Ashley Nicole 
Taylor) 

 

The U.S. delivered six MD-530F Cayuse Warrior 
helicopters to the Kenya Army's Joint Helicopter 
Command at Embakasi Barracks during a 
handover ceremony Jan. 23. The U.S. delivered 
six (6) MD-530F Cayuse Warrior helicopters to the 
Kenya Army's Joint Helicopter Command (JHC) at 
Embakasi Barracks during a handover ceremony 
Jan. 23. "The arrival of these helicopters 
underscores our commitment to our Kenyan 
defense partners and our shared collective efforts  

 

 

 

 

to address security and stability in the region," said 
U.S. Army General Stephen Townsend, 
commander, U.S. Africa Command. "We are proud 
of our robust relationship and appreciate the 
Government of Kenya's continued partnership." 

More than 100 guests attended the ceremony, 
which featured remarks by U.S. Army Maj. Gen. 
Michael D. Turello, commanding general of 
Combined Joint Task Force-Horn of Africa, and 
Kenyan Defense Force (KDF) officials. 

CJTF-HOA service members train with KDF 
members on many different specialties - 
ranging from medical assistance to combat 
techniques - sharing each other's best 
practices. 

"The tails of these U.S. manufactured 
helicopters and broad-range programs 
showcase how we are working together 
across the Kenyan Defense Forces," said 
Turello. "This demonstrates how the U.S. 
remains fully committed to providing 
relevant and timely training and equipment 
to bolster the KDF capabilities." 

The Kenyan government purchased the first 
batch of helicopters through the Foreign 
Military Sales program, which facilitates 
sales of U.S. arms, defense equipment, 
services and military training to foreign 
governments. 

"This event is not only a culmination of the 
journey that began in 2016, but also a 
milestone for our Air Force to modernize the 
Kenyan Defense Forces," said Gen. 
Samson Mwathethe, chief of KDF. "The 
integration of the MD-530F into our 

inventory will go a long way in enhancing our 
capability to operate and continue our security 
involvement, and we appreciate this achievement 
by cooperation with our allies." The helicopters are 
capable of performing a variety of scout, attack, 
and close air support missions, which will enhance 
KDF operations. Included with the purchase of the 
helicopters is a multi-year sustainment package, 
which will ensure the longevity of the aircraft. 

"In getting the MD-530 aircraft we are proving 
ourselves as an effective force multiplier on the 
battlefield," said Mwathethe. "The successful 
delivery of these assets could not have come at a 
better time for us. The second delivery of six 
helicopters is scheduled to happen in the near 
future.  
By U.S. AFRICA COMMAND PUBLIC AFFAIRS, United 
States Africa CommandStuttgart, GermanyJan 25, 2020 
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KENYA AIR FORCE 
COMMISSIONS 
THE C-27J 
SPARTAN 

 
The Kenya Air Force (KAF) has today 14 
February 2020, commissioned the newly 
acquired C-27J Spartan aircraft. This aircraft had 
been received on 30 January 2020 by H.E. 
Uhuru Kenyatta, President of the Republic of 
Kenya and Commander in Chief of the Defence 
Forces, in a ceremony held at Embakasi 
Garrison. 

Presiding over the commissioning ceremony at 
Embakasi Garrison, Commander KAF Major 
General Francis Ogolla said the new acquisition 
will enhance KAF operations. 

“After a rigorous process that has taken almost 
four years, Kenya Air Force is proud to join other 
Air Forces (US, Australia, Italy, Chad, Zambia, 
Morocco among others) that fly the plane,” said 
Major General Ogolla. 

He said a team of pilots, air loadmasters and 
cabin crew have already received specialized 
training to ensure efficiency in operating the 
aircraft. 

The Commander KAF thanked the Government 
of Kenya for funding the project, Defence 

 

 

 Headquarters for the support in implementing the 
program requirements as well as LEONARDO SpA 
Company for the timely delivery and ensuring the 
aircraft was manufactured as per user’s 
specifications. 

The Spartan C-27J replaces the Buffalo aircraft 
which was retired in 2014 after being in operation 
since 1976. It comes with the capability of airlifting 
heavy equipment used by the army, helicopters 

and maritime equipment in 
support of the Kenya Army 
and Kenya Navy. 

Present at the ceremony were 
Base Commander Moi Air 
Base Brigadier Peter Githinji, 
Vice President LEONARDO 
SpA Military Airlifters 
Programme Mr. Luca 
Napolitano, KAF Senior 
Officers, Officers and Service 
Members. 
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Surveillance-
ready King Air 
350ERs start 
maritime patrol 
duties following 
delivery by 
Leonardo 
• Two Beechcraft King Air 350ERs, which 
Leonardo delivered with built-in surveillance 
sensors and ATOS mission system, have flown 
their first missions with an African Navy 
• Leonardo was prime contractor for the 
surveillance capability, drawing on its broad 
expertise to offer the platform, sensors and 
mission system as a fully integrated package 
• This ‘surveillance-ready’ model allows 
customers to procure a complete capability 
from Leonardo directly, choosing from a range 
of in-house or third party platforms and 
sensors and receiving a mission-ready 
surveillance capability 
 

Leonardo has revealed that two King Air 350ERs, 
equipped as Maritime Patrol Aircraft (MPA), have 
gone into service with an African 
Navy following their delivery by the 
Company, which acted as prime 
contractor and systems integrator 
for the aircraft. The MPAs, 
equipped with Leonardo’s ATOS 
mission system and full 
complement of sensors including 
its Seaspray E-scan surveillance 
radar, will be used for a range of 
missions including search and 
rescue, littoral security and the 
monitoring of illegal migration, 
fishing and pollution.  

As prime contractor, Leonardo 
procured and integrated all 
required elements and delivered a 
mission-ready aircraft, certified by 
the European Aviation Safety 
Agency (EASA) as ready to fly. 
Leonardo sees this model as a 
growth area for the Company, with 
its ability to draw on its broad in-

house expertise in sensors, mission systems and 
platform integration allowing it to offer a tailored, 
mission-ready aircraft to customers in a cost-
effective manner. Leonardo also offers this service 
for mid-life upgrades, taking an existing aircraft and 
equipping it with advanced new sensors, all 
controlled through its ATOS mission system. 

The suite of surveillance sensors on-board the two 
King Air 350ER Maritime Patrol Aircraft includes 
Leonardo’s market-leading E-scan ‘Seaspray’ 
maritime radar, which comes with a range of 
modes including a patented small-target-detection 
function. An Identification Friend or Foe (IFF) 
transponder and interrogator, Link 11 datalink and 
third-party electro-optical turret were also 
integrated, with Leonardo’s ATOS mission system 
bringing everything together and fusing the data 
into a workload-reducing ‘single tactical picture’ for 
operators.  

As well as in Africa, Leonardo is seeing interest 
from customers in Asia Pacific and the Middle East 
for its ‘surveillance-ready’ offering. It expects to 
see more customers procuring a complete, tailored 
capability, benefitting from the flexibility in terms of 
platform and sensor fit that Leonardo’s end-to-end 
expertise and flexible ATOS mission system allows 
it to offer.   

ATOS is already in operation on-board more than 
10 different aircraft types, with more than 60 
systems installed on platforms including the ATR 
42(72) MP, DA-62 MSA, Dash-8, Beechcraft 
KA350, Casa CN235, Piaggio Aero P166, A 109, 
AW139, AW169, Bell 412 and AS300B3 
helicopters. 
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Challenges to 

Maritime 

Surveillance in 

Africa  
 

Maritime security is of utmost importance today 
with more than 90% of the world’s trade goods and 
more than 70% of global crude oil transported by 
sea. As shipping traffic grows, the pressure on the 
security of the world’s oceans is increasing: not 
only is there more likelihood of accidents and 
associated environmental damage, shipping traffic 
is also increasingly the target of piracy, organised 
crime and terrorism. Moreover, illegal maritime 
activities such as illegal fishing, drug trafficking, 
weapon movement/proliferation and illegal 
immigration are constantly on the rise. 

Maritime surveillance is essential for creating 
maritime awareness ('knowing what is happening 
at sea').  

Maritime surveillance operations are of great 
importance to ensure that all activities on the seas 
or oceans are carried out safely and that national 
and international security is maintained without any 
problems. 

Integrated maritime surveillance is about providing 
authorities interested or active in maritime 
surveillance with ways to exchange information 
and data. Sharing data will make surveillance 
cheaper and more effective. 

Currently, EU and national authorities responsible 
for different aspects of surveillance – e.g. border 
control, safety and security, fisheries control, 
customs, environment or defence – collect data 
separately and often do not share them. As a 
result, the same data may be collected more than 
once. 

A common information sharing environment (CISE) 
is currently being developed jointly by the 
European Commission and EU/EEA Member 
States. It will integrate existing surveillance 
systems and networks and give all concerned 
authorities access to the information they need for 
their missions at sea. 

As part of the EU Common Security and Defence 
Policy (CSDP) building regional maritime 
capacities and countering piracy off Africa, the JRC 

has – in the context of the projects on Piracy, 
Maritime Awareness and Risks (PMAR) – studied 
technologies intended to build up maritime 
awareness for use by authorities in piracy affected 
regions. A prototype software has been developed 
to track all the merchant ship traffic in wide ocean 
areas, for use in regional operations centres. The 
software has been piloted off East Africa and in the 
Gulf of Guinea. These activities are undertaken 
under the umbrella of EU development funds (DG 
DEVCO) and are coordinated with the European 
External Action Service (EEAS), regional and 
international organisations and other global actors.  

The development of the African Maritime Safety 
and Security Agency was first deliberated during 
the proceedings of the 3rd Assembly of the ICHCA 
Canaries-Africa Regional Charter Ports conference 
held 10-11 December 2007 in Accra, Ghana. The 
thrust of the proceedings was African port logistics, 
trade, the maritime economy and the overall 
capacities of the African integrated maritime 
transport (supply chain). 

The discussion relating to Maritime Safety and 
Security related to the socio-economic and 
environmental benefits of developing a maritime 
safety orientated intelligent support framework. 
The purpose of which would be to provide new 
scientific research, harmonised statistical data, and 
the development of management models in 
relation to the economic impacts for the port and 
shipping industries of maritime safety and security 
issues. The development of a North West Africa 
Maritime Safety Agency (NWAMSA) was 
considered as a process that would optimize 
opportunities 

The conference proceeding established without 
question that effective operations of African port 
activities are vital for the well being of 
communities, and that the ‘turn around’ for 
incoming vessels is an important factor relating to 
the economic viability of the sector. It was agreed 
that overall concerns relating to maritime safety 
and security affairs were impinging upon the 
operational capacity of the African maritime sector, 
and it was noted that such issues are aggravating 
the overall maritime management process. 

The ICHCA Canaries-African ports and shipping 
industries representatives’ consensus was that the 
development of methodologies to respond to 
Maritime Safety and in particular the irregular 
immigration phenomena, is a priority for the 
maritime transport sector.  The change of title 
occurred after the printing of the first report when 
representatives of the African maritime community 
noted that the tools and mechanisms developed 
through the organisation would provide benefits for 
the the whole of Africa due to the international 
perspective of maritime it was thus justified that the 
NWAMSA should become AMSSA. The 
organsiation became a legal entity during 2010. 
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Due to the economic impact of illicit activities in 
and around West Africa a Summit of the Gulf of 
Guinea heads of state and government was held in 
2013 in Yaoundé, Cameroon. This resulted in the 
adoption of the Yaoundé Declaration on Gulf of 
Guinea Security. Two key resolutions contained in 
the Declaration were the creation of an inter-
regional Coordination Centre on Maritime Safety 
and Security for Central and West Africa, 
headquartered in Yaoundé, and the 
implementation of a new Code of Conduct 
Concerning the Prevention and Repression of 
Piracy, Armed Robbery Against Ships, and Illegal 
Maritime Activities in West and Central Africa. 
Adoption of this agreement has laid the foundation 
for critical information sharing and resource 
cooperation that can be used to combat piracy, 
illegal fishing, and other illicit activities in the Gulf 
of Guinea. 

 
 
Though the Code of Conduct established an 
architecture for maritime security in the region, 
without enforcement on the water, diplomatic 
efforts are largely impotent. Key to 
enforcement is the ability to identify, track, and 
prosecute nefarious actors on the high seas 
and in coastal areas. So-called maritime 
domain awareness is gradually improving in 
the area, but current options for maritime 
surveillance are limited.  
The largest local navies have offshore patrol 
vessels capable of multi-day over-the-horizon 
operations, but even these vessels have limited 
enforcement capacity. Patrol vessels face 
maintenance issues and fuel scarcity. Shore-
based radar systems at best reach out 30 or 40 
nautical miles, but are plagued by power and 
maintenance issues. Moreover, a shore-based 
radar, even with signals correlated from 
vessels transmitting on the Automatic 
Identification System, only provides knowledge 
that a contact is afloat, not necessarily any 
evidence to illicit actions. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Maritime patrol / reconnaissance aircraft are crucial 
for nations with long coastlines. Modern patrol 
aircraft with multirole capabilities are an asset to 
any naval force. 

Unmanned aerial systems (UAS), or drones, as 
they are known colloquially, provide a way for 
African navies and coast guards to greatly 
enhance maritime security in a relatively 
inexpensive manner, similar to the ways mobile 
telephony revolutionized communications on the 
continent. Similar to the evolution of computing 
power outlined by Moore’s law tactical UAS are 
rapidly growing in capabilities while decreasing in 
cost. Improvements in sensors, endurance, and 
payload are advancing quickly. For any solution, 
acquisition cost, maintainability, and infrastructure 
required are key factors to be considered. The cost 
per flying hour of most UAS is negligible compared 
to their manned counterparts. 
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Israel Shipyards 
Providing Transfer of 
Technology (TOT) 
Services Around the 
Globe 
Israel Shipyards provides TOT services at all 
readiness levels, from initial to advanced stages, 
tailored to customer needs. Delivered by the 
company's highly skilled training teams, these 
services offer multiple benefits. They increase 
regional independence, enable local professional 
teams to become hubs for Maintenance, Repair 
and Overhaul (MRO) services, and create 
numerous local employment opportunities. The 
development of expert craftsmanship capabilities 
opens the door to local shipbuilding, including the 
possibility of becoming a construction site for Israel 
Shipyards’ vessels.  

 

Customized Turnkey Projects 

Israel Shipyards’ flexible offerings are based on the 
unique service packages (kits) specifically 
designed according to each customer’s defined 
needs and capabilities.  

For established shipyards that possess the 
knowledge and equipment required for a 
professional level of shipbuilding, a tailor made kit 
is created that supports logistics and engineering.  

At the intermediate level ‒ for shipyards whose 
expertise and equipment are suitable for repairing 
vessels, but not sufficient for building them ‒ the kit 
will focus on training welders, electricians and 
other professions, , as well as upgrading shipyard’s 
infrastructure and mechanizing the facility’s cranes, 
welding equipment, etc. Shipyards at this level can 
also opt to develop shipbuilding capabilities. 

For very early stage shipyards that do not yet have 
the infrastructure to build a 
seagoing vessel, Israel Shipyards 
provides the comprehensive know-
how package ‒ from infrastructure 
preparation including the creation 
of launching facilities, to supply of 
shipbuilding equipment, as well as 
a full range of support services, 
including logistics and full 
engineering drawings for vessel 
construction. 

The length of the training period 
depends on the type of training 
requested and employee 

qualifications. Training for engineers will take up to 
six months, while training of production workers 
can take up to four months. If required, support 
services can be extended beyond completion of 
the TOT process. 

Israel Shipyard's CEO, Eitan Zucker, remarked, 
“For more than a decade, we have been providing 
maritime vessels including SHALDAGs and OPVs, 
as well as TOT services, to a number of countries 
worldwide. We welcome the collaboration and 
fruitful activity we have established with our 
business partners and look forward to continuing to 
expand this activity in the years to come”. 

 

Maritime Vessels 

 
The Offshore Patrol  Vessel (OPV) 
Family 
The company’s advanced and cost-effective OPVs 
‒ made of steel hulls and aluminum 
superstructures ‒ are designed for coastal 
protection as well as drilling rigs and offshore 
facility protection. They provide a weapon-carrying 
capacity equal to larger, more costly vessels. 
Weapon control and navigation systems are 
installed on the command bridge, enabling 
centralized control by the ship’s commander.  

 
 The Multi-Purpose OPV 45m ‒ the 

Newest Member of the OPV Family  
Recently added to the OPV line, the state-of-the-
art, multi-purpose OPV 45m meets the needs of a 
variety of military, para-military and HLS missions, 
while being easy to operate and the most cost-
effective solution of its kind. As an important 
addition to Israel Shipyards’ portfolio, it is designed 
to carry a wide array of payloads according to 
mission requirements, and is equipped with 
advanced weapon stations, electro-optics, radar 
and communications systems. It provides open sea 
patrol and surveillance capabilities for a multitude 
of off-shore missions ‒ including protecting 
facilities and EEZs, anti-terror/smuggling/illegal  
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activities’ interdiction, intervention forces’ 
boarding/landing, and close-range Naval combat 
operations such as anti-piracy missions and 
Search & Rescue operations. Available in various 
configurations, the OPV 45m can also be equipped 
for minimizing illegal immigration transits, fishing 
protection and control, and anti-pollution activities. 

The OPV 45m has an overall length of 45.7m, a 
sustained speed of above 24 knots, and a 
command bridge enabling 360° observation. For 
missions requiring high-speed interception, the 
OPV 45m can carry a Rigid-Hull Inflatable Boat 
(RHIB) of 7.20m. The RHIB can be launched or 
retrieved from the water quickly, easily, and without 
a crane, while the vessel is on the move. The OPV 
45m’s work deck is large enough to carry up to two 
mission-equipped 20ft containers, enabling 
diversified and flexible operational options. The 
vessel accommodates a crew of 16-21, plus an 
additional space for up to 24 people for missions 
involving Special Forces, Search & Rescue 
survivors, castaways, etc. 

 The OPV 62m 
Based on the combat-proven SA’AR 4.5 
missile boat design used by the Israeli 
Navy, the OPV 62m is versatile and 
mission-ready, with extensive payload 
capacity including stabilized weapons, 
medium-range missiles, ESM, and 
search radars. It has an overall length 
(LOA) of 62m, a maximum speed of 32 
knots, a range at 13 knots of more than 
5000M. The helipad options have 
proven themselves crucial when rapid 
response was required during security 
missions at sea. 

 
 

 

The SHALDAG Fast Patrol 
Craft Family (FPC) for Coastal 
Protection and Law 
Enforcement  
Israel Shipyards’ combat-proven 
SHALDAG Family of Fast Patrol Craft 
integrates innovations created by Israeli 
defense experts in response to real-life 
security challenges and drawing on 
extensive operational experience in a 
broad range of environments. The 
SHALDAG is an all-aluminum vessel 
driven by water jet, with a speed of above 
45 knots, even in rough seas. These 
vessels have an acceleration from zero to 
40 knots in less than one minute, a turning 
diameter of 150m, and minimal draft 
enabling operation in shallow waters. 

Equipped with advanced, lightweight weapon 
systems, they are ideal for security tasks where 
high intercept speeds and easy maneuverability 
are required without sacrificing vessel control. 

 The SHALDAG MK II 

This is a multi-mission, combat-proven vessel 
designed for coastal protection as well as for 
rivers. It is one of the fastest FPCs in the Naval 
arena, assisting navies, coast guards and law 
enforcement authorities in missions where high 
intercept speeds are required. 

 The SHALDAG MK V 

This is the largest member of the SHALDAG Class. 
It is a combat-proven, all-aluminum, light and fast 
vessel with high payload capacity, providing 
exceptional maneuverability and seakeeping. 
Delivering a high firepower-to-displacement ratio, it 
is designed to operate in distant arenas on Naval 
security missions and is a recognized leader in the 
protection of littoral and Exclusive Economic Zone 
(EEZ) waters. 

Israel Shipyards participated as a leading gold sponsor at the Africa Maritime 
Security Forum (20th – 22nd January, 2020 in Dakar, Senegal) 
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 Kenya Air Force selects AbuDhabi's GAL 
 
Kenya's Ministry of Defence has selected Global 
Aerospace Logistics (GAL) – part of the new Abu Dhabi-
based Edge Group to provide maintenance, repair and 
overhaul (MRO) services to the Kenya Air Force. The 
framework agreement for logistics and maintenance 
involves the provision of spares, logistics support, MRO 
and other aviation-related requirements to the Kenya Air 
Force fleet. 
 

Burkina Faso reinforces its military transport 
capabilities 
 

 
 
The Ministry of Defence of Burkina Faso has placed a firm 
order for one Airbus C295 military airlifter.  As part of its 
2018-2022 Military Acquisition Law, the Burkina Faso Air 
Force will reinforce its military transport capabilities by 
joining the family of Airbus C295 operators.  The C295 is 
adapted to perform in the harsh sub-Saharan Africa 
operating environment. Together with its affordable 
maintenance and operational costs, the C295 is the 
perfect match for the climatic conditions of Burkina Faso.  
 
Bernhard Brenner, Head of Marketing and Sales for 
Airbus Defence and Space, said: ―We are very proud to 
see that with Algeria, Egypt, Ghana, Mali, Ivory Coast and 
now Burkina Faso, the C295 is becoming the 21st 
Century’s standard tactical airlifter in Africa, with 36 
aircraft operating in the region.‖ 
 

US soldier, contractors killed in al-Shabab attack 
on Kenya base 
 
A US military service member and two US contractors 
have been killed in an al-Shabab attack on a military base 
in Kenya used by US and Kenyan military personnel, the 
US military said.Two other Department of Defense 
personnel were wounded in Sunday's attack on the 
Manda Bay Airfield in Lamu county. 
 
"The wounded Americans are currently in stable condition 
and being evacuated," Africa Command (AFRICOM) said 
in a statement. 
 

      
 
France Drops Plan to Give Boats to Libya 
France’s recent decision to withdraw its offer of six 
boats to the Libyan Coast Guard is good news, as 
Libya could have used this ―gift‖ to subject even 
more migrants and refugees to serious abuses in 
Libya. In February, the French Defence Minister 
announced that France would transfer six ―semi-
rigid‖ speed boats to the Libyan Coast Guard, 
which would have been used to intercept people 
fleeing Libya. The announcement, which came 
even though the French government was well 
aware that people intercepted at sea by the Libyan 
Coast Guard face a clear risk of being 
systematically detained in Libya in atrocious 
conditions, caused a wave of outrage and criticism. 
Many nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), 
including Human Rights Watch, urged French 
authorities publicly and privately to reverse its 
decision.  
 
 
CNS PLEDGES RECAPITALIZATION OF 
NIGERIAN NAVY FLEET 
The Chief of the Naval Staff, Vice Admiral Ibok-Ete 
Ibas has once again pledged the commitment of 
the Nigerian Navy (NN) to continue to consolidate 
on its on-going effort at fleet recapitalization, 
infrastructural, equipment and other logistics 
holding to address critical welfare and operational 
requirements needed to boost NN’s capacity and 
maritime security obligations. In his welcome 
remarks to the Senate Committee on the Navy at 
the Naval Headquarters, the CNS added that the 
Service would be expecting a total of 56 assorted 
platforms including ships and aircraft in the year 
2020. 
 Vice Admiral Ibas underscored that as the nation’s 
lead agency statutorily responsible for the 
safeguard of the nation’s maritime integrity and the 
protection of her offshore resources, the NN has 
over the years continued to make huge 
contributions to the national economy, despite tight 
fiscal conditions. While attributing NN’s 
achievements to hard work, strict adherence to 
established transformation plan and diligent fiscal 
discipline, he reaffirmed that the NN remains ready 
and capable of doing much more if availed the 
necessary platforms and materials. The CNS 
appreciated the unwavering support of members of 
the Committee for their role during the 2020 budget 
defence and also congratulated the Committee on 
the President’s gracious assent to the 2020 
Budget.   
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NAF APPOINTS NEW BRANCH CHIEFS, 
REDEPLOYS AIR OFFICERS COMMANDING, OTHER 
SENIOR OFFICERS  
The Nigerian Air Force (NAF) has redeployed a total of 36 
Air Vice Marshals (AVMs) and 40 Air Commodores (Air 
Cdres) including some Branch Chiefs, Air Officers 
Commanding (AOCs), Commandants of Tri-Service 
Institutions, Directors and Commanders. The 
appointments and redeployments, which followed the 
recent promotion of some senior officers to the next higher 
ranks as well as the retirement of some senior officers, is 
a routine exercise aimed at further re-invigorating 
operational efficiency and enhancing service delivery. 
 
Branch Chiefs affected by the redeployment include AVM 
Oladayo Amao, the former Chief of Training and 
Operations (CTOP) Headquarters NAF (HQ NAF), who 
has now been appointed as the Chief of Policy and Plans 
(COPP); while AVM James Gwani, the erstwhile AOC 
Special Operations Command (SOC), has been appointed 
as the new CTOP. Additionally, AVM Musibau Olatunji has 
been appointed as the new Chief of Aircraft Engineering 
(CAcE), while AVM Mohammed Idris has been appointed 
as the Chief of Administration (COA) HQ NAF. 
 
Also redeployed are AVM Abubakar Liman, the erstwhile 
Commandant of the Armed Forces Resettlement Centre 
(AFRC), Oshodi, who has now been appointed as 
Commandant Armed Forces Command and Staff College 
(AFCSC), Jaji; AVM Kingsley Lar, the former COA HQ 
NAF, has been appointed as the Commandant of AFRC, 
Oshodi; while AVM Abdulganiyu Olabisi, the former AOC 
Logistics Command (LC) is now the Commandant, Air 
Force Institute of Technology (AFIT), Kaduna.The new 
AOCs include: AVM Olusegun Philip, who is now the AOC 
Tactical Air Command (AOC TAC) in Makurdi; AVM 
Charles Ohwo, the former AOC TAC, who is now the AOC 
SOC, Bauchi; AVM Ibukun Ojeyemi who has been 
appointed as the AOC Mobility Command (MC) in 
Yenagoa and AVM Musa Muktar who is the new AOC Air 
Training Command (ATC); while the former Commandant 
AFCSC, AVM Lawal Alao, is now the AOC LC, Ikeja. 
 
Other senior officers redeployed include AVM Anderson 
Kassimu who is now the Managing Director NAF 
Properties Limited; AVM Mohammed Suleiman who is 
appointed as the Chief of Defence Policy and Plans 
(CDPP), Defence Headquarters (DHQ), AVM Tunde 
Awoyoola as Chief of Defence Transformation and 
Innovation, DHQ; AVM Ubrufi Uzezi as Deputy Chief of 
the Defence Space Administration and AVM Charles 
Otegbade to the Air Traffic Services Training Centre 
(ATSTC), Kaduna as Commandant. Also affected are 
AVM Idi Lubo who is now the Director of Policy HQ NAF, 
AVM Ayoola Jolasinmi who is appointed as Director of 
Operations, AVM Aliyu Pani as the Director of 
Administration and Air Commodore Abraham Adole as 
Director of Training, HQ NAF. 
 
Razak Olanrewaju is appointed as the new Commander 
651 Bases Services Group, Ikeja. The newly appointed 
and redeployed senior officers are expected to take over 
their new offices not later than Tuesday, 7 January 2020. 
 
 
 

 
President of Ghana and Commander in Chief 
Determined To Meet The Needs Of GAF  

 
The President of Ghana and Commander in Chief 
(C-in-C) of the Ghana Armed Forces, His 
Excellency Nana Addo Dankwa Akufo-Addo has 
reiterated his determination to retool the Ghana 
Armed Forces (GAF) to make it a formidable 
fighting force in the global sphere. 
 
Speaking at a ceremony to commission 33 
Armoured Personnel Carriers (APC’s), 3 water 
tankers, 1 refrigeration van, 1 recovery truck and 
41 assorted Toyota vehicles to the GAF on 
Thursday 5 December 2019 in Burma Camp, the 
C-in-C indicated that his government would equip 
the GAF with modern equipment to help solve the 
perennial logistical challenge, and also improve the 
welfare of its personnel. 
 
President Akufo-Addo added that the gesture was 
in fulfillment of a pledge he made during the 2018 
West Africa Soldiers Social Activity (WASSA) at 
the General Headquarters earlier in the year. He 
however encouraged healthy collaboration 
between GAF and other sister security agencies to 
enhance peace and security in the country. For his 
part, the Minister for Defence, Hon Dominic Nitiwul 
remarked that, plans were far advanced to procure 
superior assets such as Offshore Patrol Vessels 
(OPV’s) and trainer aircrafts for the Ghana Navy 
and Air Force respectively, to augment the strength 
of Ghana’s sea and air fleet.He added that 
government had initiated the construction of a 
$100million military housing project across all 
garrisons and the legal instrument (LI 1332) which 
seeks to change the length of service of other 
ranks of the GAF has been approved and passed 
by parliament into law in line with the career 
progression plan of personnel. 
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Egypt Ranks 12th Strongest Military Power 
Worldwide 
 
The Egyptian army surpassed the United States, Turkey, 
and Israel in air defense forces and missiles with 1,100 
rocket projectors, Daily News Egypt reported quoting the 
Global Fire Power (GFP) ranking. This renders the 
Egyptian army to become ranked as the 5th power in the 
world in rocket projectors.Egypt ranked 10th strongest 
military power in the world in 2018. This year the Egyptian 
armed forces ranked 12th globally, according to GFP. The 
US air defense forces ranked in 6th place after Egypt 
through owning 1,056 rocket projectors, while Turkey 
occupied the 12th place through owning 350 batteries, 
and Israel came in 26th place through having only 150 
batteries.Egypt has also surpassed Israel and Turkey in 
air forces by occupying the 9th place in the world with 
1,092 aircrafts, while Turkey is in 10th place with 1,067 
aircrafts, and Israel came in the 18th place with 595 
aircrafts. Regarding the naval forces, Egypt has occupied 
an advanced place compared to Israel and Turkey, as it 
owns 319 naval equipment that put it as the 6th most 
powerful navy in the world, while Turkey occupied the 12th 
with 194 naval equipment. 
 

Turkey's parliament approves military deployment 
to Libya 
 
Turkey's parliament has approved a bill to deploy troops to 
Libya in support of the embattled United Nations-
recognised Government of National Accord (GNA), paving 
the way for increased military cooperation despite criticism 
from opposition legislators. Parliament Speaker Mustafa 
Sentop said on Thursday that the legislation passed with a 
325-184 vote. The government has not revealed details 
about the possible Turkish deployment. The motion allows 
the government to decide on the scope, amount and 
timing of any mission. 
 

Algeria: Fight against terrorism/ Capture of two 
terrorists in Skikda 
 
Within the framework of the fight against terrorism and 
thanks to the exploitation of information, a detachment of 
People’s National Army captured today, 31st December 
2019, during search and raking operation carried out in 
the locality of Oued D’khil, commune of Collo in the Wilaya 
of Skikda/5th MR, two terrorists including one injured. 
 

 

 

 
    
United States Provides 54 New Humvees to 
Djibouti 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A shipment of 54 new Humvees arrived in port at 
Djibouti City, Djibouti this week, as part of a $31 
million train-and-equip partnership between the 
U.S. government and the Djiboutian military. 
The military vehicles will be delivered to the Armed 
Forces of Djibouti (FAD) for use by its Rapid 
Intervention Battalion, a FAD advanced infantry 
battalion being trained and equipped by the U.S. 
military. 
The $31 million train-and-equip deal facilitated by 
U.S. Embassy Djibouti, U.S. Africa Command, U.S. 
Army Africa, and Combined Joint Task Force— 
 
 
Russian Pantsir-S1 anti-aircraft defense 
systems spotted in Ethiopia 
 
The Ethiopian National Defense Force (ENDF) is 
operating at least one Russian-made Pantsir-S1 
anti-aircraft defense systems, footage released on 
a national TV has confirmed. 
According  το Sputnik Ethiopia wants to continue 
modernizing its armed forces, in particular its 
peacekeeping and counterterrorism capabilities, in 
cooperation with Russia, and the next bilateral 
meeting on the defence partnership may be held in 
November, Ethiopian Ambassador to Russia 
Alemayehu Tegenu said in an interview. 
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 Tunisia signs deal to acquire armoured vehicles 
by BMC 
 
 
 

 
 
Tunisia signs deal to acquire armoured vehicles by  BMC, 
one of Turkey’s principal defence contractors, is set to 
provide armoured vehicles for Tunisia as part of a new 
deal with the country’s Interior Ministry, reported Turkish 
newspaper Daily Sabah. 
 
Daily Sabah added that The agreement was signed after 
BMC acquired the International Armored Vehicle Tender 
for the production of a total of nine 4×4 Medium Class 
Multi-Purpose Armored Vehicles (MPAVs). BMC will also 
provide integrated logistical support solutions to Tunisia 
after the delivery of vehicles. 
BMC Amazon MPAV is mainly used to transport troops. It 
is also a multi-purpose platform that can adapt the desired 
role, required by the end user. It can be utilized to serve 
different tactical purposes according to certain 
requirements. 
Standard troop carrier version is used to transport troops 
from one place to another ignoring the climate and terrain 
hardships with utmost safety.  It can carry up to 7 
personnel 
Combat vehicle can carry up to 7 personnel while fighting 
enemies simultaneously.BMC Amazon MPAV can be 
equipped with remote controlled system. This system 
allows the vehicle to be opetared manually where user 
sense there would be a trap. RCV can be commanded 
1km afar in-city conditions, 5km afar in the open field. This 
system can also be equipped to another vehicle, which 
can follow the unmanned vehicle into risky areas. 

 
 

 

In the framework of conducting training 
activities of the Armed Forces, the Naval 
Forces conduct an amphibious operation and 
multiple shootings 
 
The Naval Forces conducted a massive 
amphibious operation in the Mediterranean Sea, as 
the following participated: the aircraft carrier Gamal 
Abdulnasser and its combat team including frigates 
(Go Wind), and (Berry); missile boats (Soliman 
Ezzat); one modern German submarine (class 
209); a number of anti-submarine units; and 
several elements of navy seals. The Air Force 
participated in the Exercise represented by modern 
helicopter (Kamuf), Apatchies, F-16s, and Shinnok 
under the protection of the air defense. Combat 
teams from Airborne, Commandos, in addition to 
special combat teams from the Northern Military 
Zone participated in the Exercise. 
 
The Exercise included different combat 
approaches using all elements available to conduct 
the amphibious operation. The excellent planning 
and execution done by all Services, operational 
formations, and Special Forces reflected the 
capabilities of the apparatuses of the General 
Command of the Armed Forces to supervise, 
control, and lead such a complicated exercise at 
strategic, operational, and tactical levels because 
that requires coordination at all levels. 
 
Many frigates and helicopters (SH-2G) fired many 
anti-submarine torpedoes successfully, as such 
torpedoes work as a close and far protective 
screen within the formation of the amphibious 
operation against submarines' threats. 
 
Lt Gen\ Mohamed Farid, Chief of Staff of the 
Armed Forces and Lt Gen\ Ahmed Khaled, 
Commander of the Navy and a number of 
commanders of the Armed Forces witnessed the 
execution the Exercise. 



Contact Details
MILTECH HELLAS S.A.
I. Metaxa 90, Koropi 19400, Attiki Greece
Tel.: +30 210 6647320
Fax: +30 210 6647322 
E-mail: miltech@miltech.gr
Web: www.miltech.gr

FEATURES
• 3rd gen. Uncooled Sensor 640 x 480 pixels
• Integrated Day Camera, Laser Range
Finder, Compass & GPS, all in one device

• Image and video recording to SD card
• Video Output to external monitor
• Li-ion 18650 or Standard CR123 batteries
• Small-sized factor / Extra light-weight

Thermal Image Day Camera @ Nightfall
MLT-IRB-75A

Thermal Imaging Binocular

MILTECH HELLAS SA has designed and
developed MLT-IRB-75A, a lightweight, rugged
thermal imaging binocular, for operation suitable for
day and night, in clear or obscured atmospheric
conditions such as dust, fog, rain or smoke. It
incorporates state-of the art infrared sensor able to
detect heat-emitting bodies far in the distance. In
addition, it provides high definition, night and day
time viewing for military, homeland security and law
enforcement applications.
MLT-IRB-75A has come as a response to the
emerging demanding requirements for long range
(>5 Km Vehicle Detection) surveillance under
adverse environmental conditions. With integrated
CCD Day Camera for quick orientation, Laser
Range Finder with distance measuring capabilities
up to 6 Km, GPS for accurate positioning & Digital
Magnetic Compass for North finding, MLT-IRB-75A
incorporates in one device all critical features
essential in the field. Furthermore, when combined,
those features may provide accurate information on
the target location.

MLT-IRB-75A’s versatility is underlined through its
multiple ways of use:

• Handheld: Due to its light weight, MLT-IRB-75A
can be handheld using specially designed hand
straps which allow prolonged use without
inducing user fatigue.

• Tripod Mounted: MLT-IRB-75A can be tripod
mounted, providing surveillance for many hours.
When its 8 hrs battery operational life is not
sufficient for the application, it can be powered
externally, further extending the operational time.
What is more, an external monitor can be
attached in order to provide monitoring from a
remote location.

MLT-IRB-75A has successfully passed all
demanding MIL-STD tests and it is field proven.

mailto:miltech@miltech.gr
http://www.miltech.gr/


Contact Details
MILTECH HELLAS S.A.
I. Metaxa 90, Koropi 19400, Attiki Greece
Tel.: +30 210 6647320
Fax: +30 210 6647322 
E-mail: miltech@miltech.gr
Web: www.miltech.gr

FEATURES

Sensor type Uncooled ASi

Resolution 640 x 480 pixels , 17 υm

Spectral response 7 - 14 υm

Sensitivity < 40 mK

Analog Video PAL

Digital Video BT656

External power input 6 - 12 VDC

Standard MIL-STD-810G

Digital zoom Progressive (up to x4)

Refresh Rate 30 Hz (Up to 60 Hz optional)

Start-up time < 3 sec

Controls: Gain - Contrast - Brightness -

Black/White Hot - Zoom

Video Optimization: User calibrated FFC,

Video Enhancement, Gamma Correction,

Histogram Equalization

MILTECH HELLAS SA has designed and
developed MLT-TEM-640, a lightweight, yet rugged
thermal engine module, for operation suitable for
day and night, in clear or obscured atmospheric
conditions such as dust, fog, rain or smoke. It
incorporates a shutter for unrivaled performance.

MLT-TEM-640’s versatility is underlined through its
multiple ways of use:

• Thermal Weapon Sights & Binoculars: MLT-
TEM-640 is already in use in Miltech’s Thermal
Weapon Sights MLT-IRS-35H, MLT-IRS75H &
Binocular MLT-IRB-75A. The numerous features
and capabilities of the thermal engine module
place all Miltech’s portable Thermal Imaging
Devices at the top rank of the competition.

• Uncooled Surveillance Systems: MLT-TEM-
640 is also the core of the MLT-SUR-XXXRT
family of Uncooled Surveillance Systems that
are already in use by many customers in Greece
and abroad. By attaching a thermal lens of
appropriate E.F.L., the Surveillance System is
ready for Short, Medium or Long Range
operations.

• UAVs Thermal Imaging Capabilities: Due to its
light weight and small footprint, MLT-TEM-640 is
the ideal solution for providing UAVs or USVs
with Thermal Imaging capabilities. By applying a
suitable lens and combining it with a Day
Camera, it is a turnkey solution for every
imaging demanding application.

MLT-TEM-640

Thermal Engine Module 
BHOT/WHOT or Color Palette option

mailto:miltech@miltech.gr
http://www.miltech.gr/
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Rostec has 
completed the 
delivery of attack 
helicopters as part 
of the state defense 
contract for 2019 
 

Rostec's holding company Russian Helicopters has 
delivered over 20 attack helicopters to the Russian 
Defense Ministry, fully completing the state 
defence contract for 2019. The machines 
successfully passed acceptance tests and were 
received by the Aerospace forces. 

"The enterprises of Rostec are fulfilling the needs 
of the Ministry of Defense in modern combat 
helicopters. This year, the forces have received 
Ka-52 Alligator reconnaissance and strike  
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helicopters, transport and combat helicopters Mi-
35M and combat helicopters Mi-28N and Mi-28UB. 
In addition, we completed the delivery of the first 
modern Mi-28NM Night Hunter combat helicopters 
and by 2027 we will produce 98 such machines for 
the Defense Ministry," said Aviation Cluster 
Industrial Director of the Rostec State Corporation 
Anatoly Serdyukov. The production of helicopters 
delivered under the state defense contract was 
carried out at the enterprises of the Russian 
Helicopters holding – Progress AAC and 
Rostvertol. The Rostov enterprise, in particular, 
produces Mi-28NM helicopters. The new Night 
Hunter looks significantly different from the basic 
version of the Mi-28N helicopter. The Mi-28NM has 
acquired a new fuselage shape, modernized 
engines and an auxiliary power unit, a new 
avionics system, advanced weapons capability, 
and can be operated in conjunction with unmanned 
aerial vehicles and ground command posts. 

Currently, Progress AAC is already carrying out 
experimental design and tests to upgrade Ka-52 
helicopter on the contract of the Russian Ministry 
of Defense and under the supervision of specialists 
form the Kamov Design Bureau. This will 
considerably improve performance of the 
helicopter. The work is underway to increase the 
target detection and recognition range and 
expanding the range of weapons used. 
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Joint state tests of 
Mi-26T2V helicopter 
started 
 

Russian Helicopters holding company (part of 
Rostec State Corporation) and representatives of 
the Russian Ministry of Defense started joint state 
tests of Mi-26T2V heavy-lift military transport 
helicopter which are to last until the end of 2020. 

As part of Russian Helicopters' program on 
upgrading the heavy Mi-26 helicopter for the 
Russian Aerospace Forces, in 2018 Rostvertol 
produced a prototype of the modernized Mi-26T2V 
helicopter. 

"Currently, Mi-26T2V prototype  has successfully 
completed preliminary tests at the manufacturing 
facility, allowing us to start the joint state tests 
program which is to last through the entire year 
2020. We have taken into account all preferences 
of the customer and implemented them in Mi-
26T2V helicopter design. The performance of the 
machine will be considerably improved due to the 
modernization. I am convinced that Mi-26T2V 
helicopter will have a rightful place in the Russian 
armed forces," said Director General of Russian 
Helicopters holding company Andrey Boginsky. 

The tests will take place on four proving grounds. 
The crew of the helicopter will include 
representatives of the Russian Aerospace Forces 
and will check the main performance 
characteristics of the helicopter and operation of 
new equipment. 

The modernized Mi-26T2V helicopter which can be 
used at any time of the day and has modern 
avionics is a heavy-lift military and transport 
helicopter which can carry up to 20 tonnes of 
cargo. The rotorcraft has the modern NPK90-2V 
integrated avionics which ensures piloting during 
the day and at night, enabling the helicopter to fly 
the route in an automatic mode, come to a preset 
point, perform approach and final approach 
maneuvers, and return to the main or alternate 
aerodrome. The onboard defense system of Mi-
26T2V ensures protection of the helicopter from 
being hit by air defense missile systems. 

Mi-26T2V will be able to make flights in the 
conditions of any region, including those with 
complex physical and geographical and adverse 
climatic conditions, at any time of the day, at 
equipped and unequipped routes, or even without 
routes, and on featureless terrain, in conditions of 
fire and information counteraction of the enemy. 
The number of crew members of the modernized 
helicopter (five persons) remained unchanged. 

Currently, Russian Helicopters holding company 
produces the entire range of military helicopters for 
the Russian military agency in accordance with 
contracts. These machines are necessary for 
performing the tasks of the Russian armed forces: 
Ka-52 Alligator, Mi-28NM Night Hunter and military 
Mi-35M attack helicopters, Mi-38T paratrooper 
carriers and transport helicopters, Mi-8/17 military 
transport helicopters, heavy-lift military transport 
Mi-26 rotorcraft, training and specialized machines. 

JSC “Russian Helicopters”, a part of Rostec State 
Corporation, is a leading player in the global 
helicopter industry, the sole Russian designer and 
manufacturer of helicopters. The Holding Company 
was established in 2007 and is headquartered in 
Moscow. We operate five helicopter assembly 
plants, two design bureaus, component production 
and maintenance enterprises, aircraft repair plants 
and one helicopter service company providing 
after-sales support in Russia and abroad. The 
customers of the Holding Company are the 
Ministry of Defense, the Ministry of Home Affairs, 
EMERCOM of Russia, and other state customers, 
Gazpromavia, UTair Aviation company, large 
Russian and foreign companies. 

State Corporation Rostec is one of the largest 
industrial companies in Russia. It unites more than 
800 scientific and industrial organizations in 60 
regions of the country. Its key areas of activity are 
transport engineering, electronics, medical 
technology, chemistry and innovative materials. 
Rostec holdings form three clusters: electronics, 
weapons and aviation. The corporation’s portfolio 
includes such well-known brands as AvtoVAZ, 
KAMAZ, Kalashnikov, Russian Helicopters, 
Uralvagonzavod and others. Rostec is active in the 
implementation of all 12 national projects. The 
company is a key provider of Smart City 
technology, it is engaged in the digitalization of 
public administration, industry and social sectors, 
and it is developing plans for the development of 
5G wireless technologies, an Industrial Internet of 
Things, big data and blockchain systems. Rostec 
partners with leading world manufacturers such as 
Boeing, Airbus, Daimler, Pirelli and Renault. The 
corporation’s products are delivered to more than 
100 countries worldwide. Almost a third of the 
company's revenue comes from the export of high-
tech products. 
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Roketsan’s 
Anti-Tank 
Missiles Join 
the TAF 
Inventory 

 
Roketsan’s anti-tank missile solutions, which have 
been developed in line with the requirements of the 
Turkish Armed Forces (TAF), have reached the 
serial production phase and deliveries have begun. 
The product family consists of the Long-Range 
Anti-Tank Missile System (UMTAS), the Laser-
Guided Long-Range Anti-Tank Missile System (L-
UMTAS) and the Medium-Range Anti-Tank 
Weapon System (OMTAS), which together are 
able to meet all of the various needs arising in the 
modern battlefield. UMTAS and L-UMTAS are 
effective against targets at ranges of up to 8,000 m 
and OMTAS is effective up to 4,000 m. 
 

The first batch of L-UMTAS missiles was delivered 
to TAF in 2016, and was used successfully during 
the EFES and the Atış Serbest (Fire at Will) 
military exercises in 2018. 
 
Equipped with an imaging infrared seeker, the 
product and production line qualification phase of 
UMTAS, was completed in 2017. Following the first 
deliveries to be realized in parallel with the serial 
production, the missile is expected to enter the 
inventory in 2019. 
 
The qualification phase of OMTAS was completed 
in 2016 for the product and production line, and the 
missile is now ready for serial production. 
 
Work is continuing for the integration of UMTAS, L-
UMTAS and OMTAS onto armored land vehicles 
and land platforms, and for the integration of 
UMTAS and L-UMTAS onto rotary-wing air 
platforms and naval platforms. 
 
Roketsan, states that the development of UMTAS 
and OMTAS allowed them to develop a product 
family that will serve their users for many years. 
“What really counts in anti-tank missiles is not only 
the ability to neutralize improving armor 
technologies, but also to respond to any improving 
threat. In addition to their antitank capabilities, 
which is their main mission, UMTAS and OMTAS 
have been designed to be effective against all 
ground or surface threats”. 
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Technical Specifications of UMTAS 

Diameter 160 mm 
Length  1.8 m 
Weight 37.5 kg 
Range 500 – 8,000 m 
Seeker IIR  (Imaging Infrared) 

Warhead Types Tandem Against Reactive Armor 
High Explosive Blast Fragmentation 

Attack Modes Direct/Top Attacks 

Operating Modes Fire-and-Forget 
Fire-and-Update 

Missile Capacity (Launcher) 4 
Weight (Launcher) 60 kg 
Standard Interface (Launcher) MIL-STD-1760 

 

Technical Specifications of L-UMTAS 

Diameter 160 mm 
Length 1.8 m 
Weight 37.5 kg 
Range 500 – 8,000 m 
Seeker SAL (Semi-Active Laser) 

Warhead Types Tandem Warhead Effective Against Reactive Armor  
High Explosive Blast Fragmentation  

Missile Capacity (Launcher) 4 
Weight (Launcher) 60 kg 
Standard Interface (Launcher) MIL-STD-1760 

 

Technical Specifications of OMTAS 

Diameter 160 mm 
Length 1.8 m   
Weight 35 kg (Missile + Launch Tube) 

36 kg (Tripod Platform) 
Range 200 – 4,000 m 
Seeker IIR, Uncooled Type 
Warhead Types Tandem Against Reactive Armor 

High Explosive Blast Fragmentation 
Attack Modes Direct/Top Attacks 
Operating Modes Fire-and-Forget 

Fire-and-Update 
Sighting Unit TV/Thermal Camera 
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ORGANISE YOUR 
EQUIPMENT MORE 
EFFICIENTLY THAN 
EVER WITH THE NEW 
PELI™ HYBRID CASES 
 

 
 
 
NOW COMBINING THE VERSATILE 
TREKPAK™ DIVIDERS AND 
CUSTOMISABLE PICK N PLUCK™ FOAM  

 
Users no longer have to choose between the 
versatility of the TrekPak™ divider system or the 
protection of Pick N Pluck™ foam. Peli now offers 
the new Peli™ Hybrid Cases. Available as a new 
standard offering in either the Peli™ 1510 or Peli™ 
Air 1535 Carry On Case, the interior features both 
the TrekPak™ system and the classic Pick N 
Pluck™ manually customisable foam.  

“This new, extremely versatile configuration offers 
users the best of both worlds and a host of new 
organisational options,” said Pavel Levshin, 
Product Marketing Manager EMEA. 
 

 
TrekPak™ Divider System 
Case owners simply need to lay out their gear the 
way they wish for it to include it in the case, 
measure and cut the divider sections, and lock 
them in place with the provided U-pins. Each 
divider section is manufactured from a waterproof, 
closed-cell foam that is laminated to a rigid 
corrugated plastic panel. They are light weight, 
strong and almost impossible to tear or shred. 
Additional divider panels are available separately 
to switch up the layout any time.  

Pick N Pluck™ Foam  
Classic and simple Pick N Pluck™ foam is pre-
scored and cubed for easy manual customisation 
and offered standard in almost all Peli™ case 
models. Replacement foam is available separately 
when the interior layout changes.  

The Peli™ Air 1535 Carry On case is engineered 
with a next generation polymer construction that is 
up to 40% lighter than standard Peli™ Protector 
Case™ brand cases, yet still stands up to the 
harshest conditions on earth. It also features a 
removable rugged ID card holder.  Since its 
introduction in 2004, the Peli™ 1510 Carry On 
case has been the industry standard for travelling 
with sensitive equipment that users don’t want to 
check in*(*always check with your airline for exact 
measurement requirements).Its extremely tough 
polymer construction protects mission critical 
equipment in worst case scenarios.  

Both cases contain a robust pull handle coupled 
with smooth stainless steel ball bearing wheels for 
effortless transport, a polymer O-ring for a dust and 
water-resistant seal, and an integrated automatic 
pressure equalisation valve that keeps moisture 
out and prevents vacuum lock, ensuring the case 
is easier to open at any altitude. Available in black 
only, both cases are backed by the Peli Products 
Legendary Guarantee of Excellence.  

 
Peli Products, S.L.U. is the Europe, Middle East 
and Africa Headquarters of Pelican Products, Inc., 
the global leader in design and manufacture of 
both high-performance case solutions and 
advanced portable lighting systems. Our 
products are used by professionals in the most 
demanding markets including firefighters, police, 
defense / military, aerospace, entertainment, 
industrial and consumer. Peli products are 
designed and built to last a lifetime.  The company 
operates in 140 countries, with 28 offices and 6 
manufacturing facilities across the globe. Peli 
Products is a portfolio company of Behrman 
Capital, a private equity investment firm based in 
New York and San Francisco. For more 
information, visit www.Peli.com 

 

http://www.peli.com/
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Africa Maritime 
Security Forum 
Kicked  off on 
20thJanuary 2020 
 

 
The event celebrated  the Senegal Navy’s 45th 
birthday in the presence of international Navies 
from across world and was officially opened by 
the Minister of the Armed Forces of Senegal, 
Sidiki Kaba 
 
Africa Maritime Security Forum hosted by the 
Senegal Navy kicked off today in the capital of 
Senegal, Dakar. The guest of honour Minister of 
armed forces Sidiki Kaba officially opened the 
event with a welcoming speech along with awards 
of achievement ceremony, followed by a VIP 
exhibition tour.  
Day one included four exclusive panel 
discussions hosted by VIP personalities 
– including naval commanders, such as 
Rear Admiral Momar Diagne, Chief of 
Navy Staff, Senegal Navy, Vice Admiral 
Ibok-Ete Ekwe Ibas, Chief of Navy Staff, 
Nigeria Navy, Vice Admiral Jean-Louis 
Lozier, Commander in Chief of the 
Atlantic Maritime Zone, French Navy, as 
well as Rear Admiral Abdenbi Bakadir, 
Deputy Chief of Operations, Royal 
Moroccan Navy. In addition to industry 
experts and leaders from different 
sectors such as oil and technology. 
The exclusive Senegal Maritime panel 
discussion addressed the advanced 

security requirements and readiness by 
determining the requirements for future equipment 
and capabilities in anticipation of 2022 oil 
exploitation, as well as the collaboration between 
Senegal’s armed forces, maritime authorities and 
private industry in addition to cooperation with 
international and regional trade to improve fleet 
optimization. While the VIP industry panel 
discussion explored the challenge of coordinating 
and operating security in the Guinea Gulf 
presenting vital topics such as; oil platform 
security, piracy, Illegal fishery as well as forming 
detection to situational awareness and 
coordination of stakeholders in addition to 

operational needs and technical 
solutions. 
Another executive panel discussion 
was devoted to coordination between 
maritime authorities and the oil 
sector. The session aimed to 
examine the need for increasing the 
monitoring of critical infrastructure 
and national resources through 
collaboration of oil and gas 
companies, emergency responders 
and law enforcement bodies. Along 
with implementing targeted task 
forces such as Ex Toru-Gbown 
operation in Nigeria, to jointly and 
forcefully prevent crude oil theft.  
Additionally, combining resources 
(such as vessels, fast interceptor 

crafts and trained local personnel) to better combat 
militants. 
Day one wrapped up with a VIP industry panel 
discussion exploring innovative platforms to 
increase interoperability within the maritime sector, 
through identifying proficiency gaps in existing 
platforms and the critical solutions required for 
improved execution of marine patrols. Apart from 
leveraging advanced technology to enhance and 
complement existing resources and improving 
operational and coalition success with tailored 
solutions for the region’s maritime forces. 
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Day one of the forum was a great success and 
concluded with a closing speech Vice Admiral 
Mohamed Sane, Former Chief of Senegal Naval 
Staff and Deputy Chief of Joint Staff, Senegal 
Armed Forces HQ. 
Featuring a series of insightful panel discussions 
and activities as well as a two-day conference and 
exhibition showcasing local and international 
technologies, techniques and equipment that can 
support future maritime safety and security. In 
addition to the conference and exhibition, an 
exclusive Senegal Naval base briefing and tour will 
be taking place alongside the 45th anniversary 
celebration parade. Boasting more than 300 
attendees including 15 VIP speakers and 20 
international Navies, aside from 30 sponsors and 
exhibitors, which represent more than 40 countries. 
The forum will further facilitate regional and global 
cooperation to tackle the challenges of offshore oil 
theft, piracy, illegal fishing, illegal migration and 
trafficking on local waters. 

"It is such an honour to host the event during the 
Navy's 45th anniversary and to open this milestone 
celebration to the international community for the 
first time. Our aim is for AMS to strengthen global 
partnership in the maritime space further and to 
enable sustained security and stability", Khalila 
Baldwin, Conference Director at Great Minds.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

"This is a crucial time for the continents 
maritime powers to mobilise resources 
and capabilities in preparation of 
significant offshore oil exploitation. We 
have positioned the event to pull from 
global case studies as well as regional 
challenges and successes to 
collaboratively ensure offshore resources 
are effectively secured". 

 

VIP Speakers at the event are:  

 Rear Admiral Ibikunle Olaiya
 Director of Operations, Nigeria 
Navy  

 Vice Admiral Jean-Louis Lozier, 
Commander in Chief of the Atlantic 
Maritime Zone, French Navy  

 Rear Admiral MomarDiagne, Chief of Navy 
Staff, Senegal Navy  

 Rear Admiral Richard MutayobaMakanzo, 
Chief of Naval Staff, Tanzania Navy   

 Rear Admiral Ko-Alexis Maomou, Chief of 
Staff, Sea Army of Guinea  

 Rear Admiral Jean Mendoua, Chief of 
Naval Staff, Cameroon Navy  

 Rear Admiral N'guessan Celestin, Chief of 
Naval Staff, Ivory Coast Navy  

 RearAdmiral Carlos Alfredo 
MANDUNGAL, Chief of Naval Staff, 
Guinea-Bissau   

 Captain Rene Nganongo, Chief of Naval 
Staff, Congo Brazzaville  

 Captain PJ Juana, Commander, Sierra 
Leone Navy  

 Captain Pedro Santana, Commander, 
Cape Verde Coast Guard  

 Captain Jean Léon Olatoundji, Deputy 
Chief of Naval Staff, Benin Navy  

 Commodore Eric Adu, Flag Officer 
Commanding Western Naval Command, 
Ghana Navy 
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Osprey 
Successfully 
Completes 
First Flight 
 

The first CMV-22B Osprey, built by Bell Textron Inc 
a Textron Inc. company, and Boeing, completed 
first flight operations at Bell’s Amarillo Assembly 
Center. The CMV-22B is the latest variant of the 
tiltrotor fleet, joining the MV-22 and CV-22 used by 
the U.S. Marine Corps and U.S. Air Force. 

The U.S. Navy will use the CMV-22B to replace the 
C-2A Greyhound for transporting personnel, mail, 
supplies and high-priority cargo from shore bases 
to aircraft carriers at sea. Bell Boeing designed the 
Navy variant specifically for carrier fleet operations 
by providing increased fuel capacity for the 
extended range requirement. The mission flexibility 

of the Osprey will increase operational capabilities 
and readiness, in addition to ferrying major 
components of the F-35 engine. 

“The first flight of the Navy’s CMV-22B marks a 
significant milestone for the V-22 program and for 
Naval Aviation,” said Chris Gehler, Bell V-22 Vice 
President and Bell Boeing deputy program director. 
“The Osprey has always been a revolutionary 
aircraft, and we look forward to continuing to 
support the evolving needs of the Navy with 
advanced tiltrotor capabilities.” 

Bell Boeing will deliver the first CMV-22B to Air 
Test and Evaluation Squadron (HX) 21 in early 
2020 for developmental test. 

On 2 July 2018, Bell Boeing Joint Program Office, 
was awarded $4,191,533,822 for modification 
P00008 to convert the previously awarded V-22 
tiltrotor aircraft advance acquisition contract 
(N00019-17-C-0015) to a fixed-price-incentive-fee 
multiyear contract.  This contract provides for the 
manufacture and delivery of 39 CMV-22B aircraft 
for the Navy; 14 MV-22B aircraft for the Marine 
Corps; one CV-22B for the Air Force; and four MV-
22B aircraft for the government of Japan. 

The U.S. Navy will use its new CMV-22B for 
transporting personnel and cargo from shore to 
aircraft carriers, eventually replacing the C-2 
Greyhound, which has been in service since the 
mid-1960s. 
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Leonardo invests 
in the world’s first 
solar-powered 
drone capable of 
perpetual flight 
with heavy 
payloads 

 

Leonardo has invested in Skydweller Aero Inc., a 
start-up specialising in the development of a new 
generation of unmanned aircraft 

Alessandro Profumo, CEO of Leonardo: “As the 
key technological investor and partner of the 
project, Leonardo will broaden its capabilities in 
new power systems, autonomous flight, innovative 
aerostructures, ultra-light materials and eco-
friendly technologies to improve the Company’s 
competitive advantage in the aerospace business 
for the next 20 years” Leveraging 15 years of 
airframe development, the Skydweller drone is 
expected to begin flight operations as soon as 
2021 

Skydweller’s endurance and payload allow it to fill 
key gaps in many countries’ integrated surveillance 
architecture. It enables improved situational 
awareness for military forces and more cost-
effective utilisation of resources than with 
traditional systems 

Rome, 8 November 2019 – Leonardo is 
accelerating the progress of technology and 
innovation in autonomous flight by investing in 
Skydweller Aero Inc., a US/Spanish start-up 

specialising in large-scale solar-powered 
unmanned air systems. The initiative will result in 
the development and deployment of the Skydweller 
drone, the world’s first atmospheric pseudo-
satellite capable of carrying large payloads with 
unlimited range and ultra-persistent endurance. 

“As the key technological investor and partner of 
the project, Leonardo will broaden its capabilities in 
new power systems, autonomous flight, innovative 
aerostructures, ultra-light materials and eco-
friendly technologies to improve the company’s 
competitive advantage in the aerospace business 
for the next 20 years “, commented Alessandro 
Profumo, CEO of Leonardo. 

As an atmospheric satellite, Skydweller combines 
the persistence of a geostationary satellite with the 
flexibility of an aircraft. It will operate from existing 
airbases around the world, deploy thousands of 
miles away to areas of high need, and remain 
overhead for orders of magnitude longer than 
current aircraft. This revolutionary platform will be 

used for purposes ranging from land 
and maritime surveillance to monitoring 
the environment and infrastructure, 
from industrial geo-information services 
to telecommunications and precision 
navigation. During emergencies and 
disaster-recovery situations, the 
system can be rapidly deployed from 
distant locations to provide backup 
communications and direct support to 
first responders. 

The Skydweller project builds on a 
proven and mature aircraft that 
successfully circumnavigated the globe 

in 2016. The first phase focuses on converting the 
aircraft from a manned platform into an Optionally-
Piloted Vehicle (OPV) by integrating advanced 
autonomy algorithms and vehicle management 
systems. The second step of the project will 
culminate in the first production aircraft, designed 
solely for unmanned operations and hardened 
against a range of environmental conditions. 
Autonomous flights of the OPV are projected for 
2020 and the first production model of the 
unmanned version of the aircraft is expected in 
2021. 

The system will comply with European export laws 
and will not be subject to International Traffic in 
Arms Regulations (ITAR) restrictions. This will 
enable the aircraft to satisfy government and 
commercial needs around the world. Leonardo will 
act as the prime contractor for commercial 
opportunities in Italy, the United Kingdom, Poland 
and NATO. 

Development and construction of the aircraft will be 
carried out at the Skydweller facility in the Castilla-
La Mancha region of Spain. Leonardo Aircraft 
division will participate in development and 
engineering activities via a dedicated team. 
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Germany 
procures Enforcer 
missiles from 
MBDA 

 
MBDA has been awarded by the German Federal 
Office of Bundeswehr Equipment, Information 
Technology and In-Service Support 
(BAAINBw) a contract for the acquisition 
of Enforcer missile systems for the 
German Armed Forces. Signed on 20 
December, the contract will fulfil the 
German requirement for a lightweight, 
day/night, precision-guided, shoulder-
launched weapon system with an 
effective range of more than 1,800m. 

Thomas Gottschild, Executive Group 
Director Strategy and Managing Director 
MBDA Germany said: “The German 
customer has chosen the Enforcer after a 
detailed, competitive evaluation for the 
„Leichtes Wirkmittel 1800+‟ requirement. 
With this contract, we are partnering with  

 

the German Armed Forces to ensure the 
Bundeswehr has this comprehensive weapon for 
years to come.” 

Éric Béranger, CEO of MBDA said : “With the 
addition of the shoulder-launched Enforcer, MBDA 
is now firmly embarked in a complete renewal of its 
family of battlefield engagement weapons that 
started with Brimstone 3 and MMP, a Medium 
Range missile introduced last year into the French 
Army. Enforcer, MMP and Brimstone now form the 
core of a portfolio that we hope will see many 
further developments.” 

Enforcer provides low-collateral precision effects 
capabilities against the threat from lightly armoured 
static and moving targets, targets behind cover, 
and against targets at long range also in urban 
environments. Resulting from a multinational 
MBDA development effort, the Enforcer will 
complement the „Wirkmittel 90‟ shoulder-launched 
unguided munition capability in the German Armed 
Forces. MBDA is now set to complete qualification, 
and prepare for series production. 

The modular design of the Enforcer system 
enables a range of future development options, 
including a prospective „family‟ of Enforcer 
munitions for land, air and sea applications. 

MBDA is the only European group capable of 
designing and producing missiles and missile 
systems that correspond to the full range of current 
and future operational needs of the three armed 
forces (land, sea and air). 

With a significant presence in five European 
countries and within the USA, in 2018 MBDA 
achieved revenue of 3.2 billion euros with an order 
book of 17.4 billion euros. With more than 90 
armed forces customers in the world, MBDA is a 
world leader in missiles and missile systems. In 
total, the group offers a range of 45 missile 
systems and countermeasures products already in 
operational service and more than 15 others 
currently in development. 
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ALACA-35 GHz RCS 
MEASUREMENT 
SYSTEM 
In line with the projects carried out by Turkish 
company Meteksan Defence in the field of radar 
systems, the agreement for design and develop of 
"35 GHz Radar Cross Section (RCS) Measurement 
System" for Turkish Navy was signed on July 13, 
2018 between Turkish Navy Research Center 
Command (ARMERKOM) and Meteksan Defence 
Industry Inc.   
 
The acceptance tests of ALACA 35 GHz RCS 
Measurement System, developed within the scope 
of the agreement, were successfully completed by 
Meteksan Defence and the system is delivered in 
December 2019 to Turkish Navy. ALACA will be 
used for; measurement of the RCS of the naval 
platforms which is an important parameter in 
protection from guided missiles and fire control 
radars, for improvement of the millimeter wave  

 
RCS of the existing or newly designed platforms 
and for measurement of the RCS of 
countermeasure decoy used for the deception of 
guided missiles likely to target naval platforms. In 
addition, Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar (ISAR) 
capability of ALACA will allow creation of ISAR 
images of naval platforms. With these functions, 
ALACA will be a critical system for the survival of 
Turkish Navy’s combat platforms. 
 
Meteksan Defence, operates in six main areas; 
radar systems, perimeter surveillance systems, 
laser and electro-optic systems, communication 
systems, underwater acoustic systems and 
platform simulators, takes important roles in 
Turkey's main platform projects, such as corvettes, 
helicopters, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) and 
missile systems.  
 
The main indigenous products developed by 
Meteksan Defence include radar systems for 
helicopters and UAVs, perimeter surveillance 
radars for border and critical facility security, data 
links for missiles and UAVs, sonar systems and 
training simulators. 
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Sea trials of Damen 
Mexican Navy 

frigate complete 
 

ARM Reformador project shows economic 
impact of local shipbuilding 

 
 
Working in close cooperation, Damen 
Shipyards Group, the Mexican Navy, 
subcontractors and suppliers have completed 
successful sea trials of the Mexican Navy’s 
POLA-class ARM Reformador. The programme 
of sea trials was comprehensive, including 
testing of platform and combat systems in 
addition to training of Mexican Navy crews. The 
completion of these sea trials indicate how the 
project as a whole is progressing: on budget 
and actually a few weeks ahead of the 
contracted schedule.  
 
The ARM Reformadoris the latest example of how 
Damen forms partnerships with navies around the 
world to build naval vessels in local yards. In this 
way, the Dutch shipbuilding company is using its 
considerable amount of experience and expertise 
to build technologically sophisticated naval vessels 
in Damen customers yards or in third party yards.  
 
Damen has built up a strong relationship with the 
Mexican Navy over the last decade. This has 
resulted in the construction and delivery of more 
than ten naval vessels of various designs. Damen 
has also worked closely with yards like the  
ASTIMAR 20 naval shipyard in Salina Cruz, 
Mexico, where the ARM Reformadorhas been built.  

 
These collaborative efforts are ensuring a 
significant transfer of technology and knowledge 
into the Mexican shipbuilding industry. For 
example, in order to maximise the local impact of 
this current project, Damen has placed contracts at 
local companies for supplies and assistance during 
the construction of the ARM Reformador.  
 
“This project is having a very positive impact on the 
local economy. More than 70% of the labour is 
being realised in Mexico – creating jobs and 

enabling local companies to develop 
their skills,” notes Horacio Delgado, 
Damen’s commercial manager for 
Mexico. “Thanks to our excellent 
cooperation with the Mexican Navy, 
we are ensuring that this vessel is 
being built in Mexico, by Mexicans, 
and for Mexicans.”  
 
The 107-metre long POLA-class ARM 
Reformadoris the Mexican equivalent 
of Damen’s SIGMA Frigate 10514. A 
key point here is that the ARM 
Reformadorrepresents Damen’s tenth 
time building a SIGMA Frigate. The 
implications of this are clear: the 
vessel that has been built for the 
Mexican Navy is a proven design that 
benefits from the wealth of knowledge 
possessed by the Dutch naval 
shipbuilding industry. This comprises 

world-renowned research institutes and a 
dedicated naval cluster of international specialist 
suppliers such as Thales.  
 
“This shows the real value of the project,” adds 
Frank Verhelst, POLA project director at Damen. 
“Combining the many benefits of local construction 
with the high quality of Dutch naval shipbuilding – 
from Damen and our network of trusted suppliers 
and partners.”  
 
The ARM Reformadorproject is also a reflection of 
Damen’s CSR policies. The company has 
contributed to various local social activities and 
projects while working in Mexico. Damen’s support 
of the Mundo de Talentos in the State of Chiapas 
is an example of this. Mundo de Talentos (World of 
Talents) is the first sister school of IMC 
Weekendschool in Latin America and introduces 
students of limited resources from 10-13 years old 
to the world of interesting professions and study 
choices. 
Damen Shipyards Group operates 36 shipbuilding and 
repair yards, employing 12,000 people worldwide. 
Damen has delivered more than 6,500 vessels in more 
than 100 countries and delivers around 175 vessels 
annually to customers worldwide. Based on its unique, 
standardised ship-design concept Damen is able to 
guarantee consistent quality. 
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First flight of 
Eurofighter in 
Kuwait Air Force 
configuration takes 
place – the most 
advanced variant of 
Eurofighter ever 
flown 
 

On the 23rd December 2019 at the Flight Test 
Centre of Leonardo Aircraft Division in Turin-
Caselle, the first Instrumented Series Production 
Aircraft (ISPA 6) equipped with the Kuwait Air 
Force configuration has successfully completed its 
first flight. 

The aircraft is the first to fly the innovative Captor 
E-Scan Radar with Phase Enhancement P3Eb, 
and is a key milestone for the entry into service of 
Eurofighter with the State of Kuwait. 

This standard is the most advanced variant of the 
fighter jet ever made, with a package of capabilities 
that builds effectively on existing enhancement 
programmes. 

A contract for the supply of 28 Eurofighter Typhoon 
multi-role fighter aircraft was signed between the 
Ministry of Defence of the State of Kuwait and 
Leonardo (on 05 April 2016) through its Aircraft 
Division acting as Eurofighter Prime Contractor 
Organisation. 

With Captor E-Scan radar and several new 
additions to the weapon system, this variant will 
put the Kuwait Air Force at the front-line of the 
fighter technology when the aircraft will enter into 
service with the State of Kuwait in 2020. 

While other aircraft in different Eurofighter Partner 
Companies are testing specific parts of this 
configuration, including the development of the E-
Scan radar in UK and Germany, this is the first 
flight of the entire package that will be delivered to 
Kuwait. 

The capability package for Kuwait includes the 
integration of Storm Shadow and Brimstone and 
other air-to-surface weapons. Moreover it foresees 
the integration of a new advanced laser designator 
pod (the Lockheed Martin Sniper Advanced 
Targeting Pod) that will expand Eurofighter’s 
portfolio of cleared laser designator pods; the 
introduction of the DRS-Cubic ACMI P5 combat 
training pod and an enhanced navigation aid 
(VOR). 
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